
Reimagine Education Project (REP) 
Competitive Grant Scoring Rubric 2021-22 
Equity Considerations Maximum number of points for this section: 25 

Funding Priority – 

Pilots focused on diversity, equity, and inclusion, and 
engaging communities in the design and improvement of 
the pilot. 

10 points: Pilot targets underserved population 

5 points: Target population involved in pilot design 

10 points: Application indicates and alignment to OSPI’s asset-based 
approach to equity and inclusion 

Pilot Design Maximum number of points for this section: 45 

Funding Priority – 

Pilots focused on out of the box thinking with clear 
connections between activities and evidence and strong 
use of past learning and research. 

10 points: The pilot is investigating truly new thinking in instruction 
consistent with the project’s intent to reimagine education or testing 
the efficacy of a practice in an ALE/online setting.   

10 points: The pilot is designed and led by practicing educators who 
have daily in-person contact with students or is or is led by practitioners 
with experience in an ALE/online setting.   

10 points: The outcomes, evidence, and activities detailed in the 
application are aligned to one another and achievable within the 
timeframe of the pilot. 

5 points: The pilot indicates a process and timeline for reflection and 
adjustments.  

10 points: The pilot is informed by past learning, research, or 
experiences in an ALE/online setting.  



  

Budget & Impact Maximum number of points for this section: 20 

Funding priority – 

Pilots with a detailed budget aligned to the activities 
indicated and has a plan for either (1) sustaining the 
activities at the conclusion of the project or (2) makes a 
valuable contribution to statewide best practices in ALE 
and online settings. 

10 points: The pilot’s budget is reasonable when considering the 
learning that may be achieved. 

10 points: Pilot indicates some level of impact by either having the 
necessary support from district leadership to sustain the work if 
successful or how the pilot will contribute to statewide best practices in 
ALE and online settings.   

 

 

 




